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The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook - Deb Perelman 2012-10-30
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • Celebrated food blogger and bestselling cookbook author Deb Perelman knows just the thing for a
Tuesday night, or your most special occasion—from salads and slaws that
make perfect side dishes (or a full meal) to savory tarts and galettes;
from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut Crepe. “Innovative,
creative, and effortlessly funny." —Cooking Light Deb Perelman loves to
cook. She isn’t a chef or a restaurant owner—she’s never even
waitressed. Cooking in her tiny Manhattan kitchen was, at least at first,
for special occasions—and, too often, an unnecessarily daunting venture.
Deb found herself overwhelmed by the number of recipes available to
her. Have you ever searched for the perfect birthday cake on Google?
You’ll get more than three million results. Where do you start? What if
you pick a recipe that’s downright bad? With the same warmth, candor,
and can-do spirit her award-winning blog, Smitten Kitchen, is known for,
here Deb presents more than 100 recipes—almost entirely new, plus a
few favorites from the site—that guarantee delicious results every time.
Gorgeously illustrated with hundreds of her beautiful color photographs,
The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook is all about approachable,
uncompromised home cooking. Here you’ll find better uses for your
favorite vegetables: asparagus blanketing a pizza; ratatouille dressing up
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a sandwich; cauliflower masquerading as pesto. These are recipes you’ll
bookmark and use so often they become your own, recipes you’ll slip to a
friend who wants to impress her new in-laws, and recipes with simple
ingredients that yield amazing results in a minimum amount of time. Deb
tells you her favorite summer cocktail; how to lose your fear of cooking
for a crowd; and the essential items you need for your own kitchen. From
salads and slaws that make perfect side dishes (or a full meal) to savory
tarts and galettes; from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut
Crepe Cake, Deb knows just the thing for a Tuesday night, or your most
special occasion.
Easy Spring Roll Cookbook - Chef Maggie Chow 2016-04-04
Delicious Asian Spring Rolls and Egg Rolls Await. Get your copy of the
best and most unique Spring Roll recipes from Chef Maggie Chow! Come
take a journey with me into the delights of easy cooking. The point of this
cookbook and all my cookbooks is to exemplify the effortless nature of
cooking simply. In this book we focus on Spring Rolls. The Easy Spring
Roll Cookbook is a complete set of simple but very unique Spring Roll
and Egg Roll recipes. You will find that even though the recipes are
simple, the tastes are quite amazing. So will you join me in an adventure
of simple cooking? So many delicious spring rolls, so little time.
Remember these recipes are unique so be ready to try some new things.
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Here is a Preview of the Recipes You Will Learn: Spicy Beef & Shrimp
Spring Rolls Sweet Pumpkin Spring Rolls Sausage Rolls in Sweet Nutty
Glaze Sweet & Sour Spring Rolls Choco Hazelnut Banana Filled Spring
Rolls Much, much more! Pick up this cookbook today and get ready to
make some interesting and great tasting Spring Rolls! Related Searches:
Spring Roll cookbook, Spring Roll recipes, Spring Rolls, egg roll
cookbook, egg roll recipes, asian cookbook, asian recipes
Simple Fare - Karen Mordechai 2017-04-18
Simple Fare: Spring/Summer is a beautifully illustrated cookbook
featuring seasonal, market-driven fare that encourages readers to cook
simply and intuitively. Karen Mordechai of the acclaimed Brooklyn-based
food community Sunday Suppers shares her meals for cooking at home
and her studio. The recipes are designed to excite and inspire, each
offering 3 to 5 alternate ingredients that can be used in the same
preparation. A smoked beet panzanella with purple kale, radicchio and
ricotta, for example, suggests a carrot, mizuna, watercress, and yogurt
adaptation or tomato, arugula, purple basil, and burrata, allowing the
reader flexibility depending on what is fresh at the market. The food is
approachable but decidedly nuanced, balancing unexpected flavor
profiles with beautiful presentations. With 68 recipes and 97 variations,
Simple Fare is an oversize, distinctively designed kitchen essential of
more than 165 seasonal recipes. This book is a valuable resource for avid
cooks and beginners alike. Volume two of the series, Simple Fare:
Fall/Winter will be available in September 2017.
Mother Grains: Recipes for the Grain Revolution - Roxana Jullapat
2021-04-20
The key to better, healthier baked goods is in the grain. Barley,
buckwheat, corn, oats, rice, rye, sorghum, and wheat will unlock flavors
and textures as vast as the historic lineages of these ancient crops. As
the head baker and owner of a beloved Los Angeles bakery, Roxana
Jullapat knows the difference local, sustainable flour can make: brown
rice flour lightens up a cake, rustic rye adds unexpected chewiness to a
bagel, and ground toasted oats enrich doughnuts. Her bakery, Friends &
Family, works with dedicated farmers and millers around the country to
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source and incorporate the eight mother grains in every sweet, bread, or
salad on the menu. In her debut cookbook, Roxana shares her greatest
hits, over 90 recipes for reinventing your favorite cakes, cookies, pies,
breads, and more. Her chocolate chip cookie recipe can be made with
any of the eight mother grains, each flour yielding a distinct snap,
crunch, or chew. Her mouthwatering buckwheat pancake can reinvent
itself with grainier cornmeal. One-bowl recipes such as Barley Pumpkin
Bread and Spelt Blueberry Muffins will yield fast rewards, while her
Cardamom Buns and Halvah Croissants are expertly laid out to grow a
home baker’s skills. Recipes are organized by grain to ensure you get the
most out of every purchase. Roxana even includes savory recipes for
whole grain salads made with sorghum, Kamut or freekeh, or easy warm
dishes such as Farro alla Pilota, Toasted Barley Soup, or Gallo Pinto
which pays homage to her Costa Rican upbringing. Sunny step-by-step
photos, a sourcing guide, storage tips, and notes on each grain’s history
round out this comprehensive cookbook. Perfect for beginner bakers and
pastry pros alike, Mother Grains proves that whole grains are the secret
to making any recipe so much more than the sum of its parts.
Hands-On High Performance with Spring 5 - Chintan Mehta 2018-06-12
A hands-on guide to creating, monitoring, and tuning a high performance
Spring web application Key Features Understand common performance
pitfalls and improve your application's performance Build and deploy
strategies for complex applications using the microservice architecture
Understand internals of JVM - the core of all Java Runtime Environments
Book Description While writing an application, performance is
paramount. Performance tuning for real-world applications often involves
activities geared toward detecting bottlenecks. The recent release of
Spring 5.0 brings major advancements in the rich API provided by the
Spring framework, which means developers need to master its tools and
techniques to achieve high performance applications. Hands-On High
Performance with Spring 5 begins with the Spring framework's core
features, exploring the integration of different Spring projects. It
proceeds to evaluate various Spring specifications to identify those
adversely affecting performance. You will learn about bean wiring
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configurations, aspect-oriented programming, database interaction, and
Hibernate to focus on the metrics that help identify performance
bottlenecks. You will also look at application monitoring, performance
optimization, JVM internals, and garbage collection optimization. Lastly,
the book will show you how to leverage the microservice architecture to
build a high performance and resilient application. By the end of the
book, you will have gained an insight into various techniques and
solutions to build and troubleshoot high performance Spring-based
applications. What you will learn Master programming best practices and
performance improvement with bean wiring Analyze the performance of
various AOP implementations Explore database interactions with Spring
to optimize design and configuration Solve Hibernate performance issues
and traps Leverage multithreading and concurrent programming to
improve application performance Gain a solid foundation in JVM
performance tuning using various tools Learn the key concepts of the
microservice architecture and how to monitor them Perform Spring Boot
performance tuning, monitoring, and health checks Who this book is for
If you’re a Spring developer who’d like to build high performance
applications and have more control over your application's performance
in production and development, this book is for you. Some familiarity
with Java, Maven, and Eclipse is necessary.
Asian Dumplings - Andrea Nguyen 2011-03-22
The enhanced edition of Asian Dumplings offers an enriched cookbook
experience, including video guidance on key dumpling techniques
combined with the convenience of having a portable learning tool at your
fingertips. Shaping dumplings can be intimidating, so it’s no wonder that
students in Andrea’s classes pay the most attention to her detailed and
encouraging how-to demonstrations. With the enhanced Asian Dumplings
ebook, you get an on-demand dumpling-making class in your own home
that covers everything from entry-level shapes such as the half-moon and
pea pod to the mesmerizing wrist swirl used to create Shanghai Spring
Roll Skins. Featuring eleven videos that demystify dumpling shaping for
cooks of all levels, the enhanced audio-visual component of Asian
Dumplings brings Andrea into your kitchen to guide you through each
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master technique--any time, as many times as you need. Plump pot
stickers, spicy samosas, and tender bāo (stuffed buns) are enjoyed by the
million every day in dim sum restaurants, streetside stands, and private
homes worldwide. Wrapped, rolled, or filled; steamed, fried, or
baked–Asian dumplings are also surprisingly easy to prepare, as Andrea
Nguyen demonstrates in Asian Dumplings. Nguyen is a celebrated food
writer and teacher with a unique ability to interpret authentic Asian
cooking styles for a Western audience. Her crystal-clear recipes for more
than 75 of Asia’s most popular savory and sweet parcels, pockets,
packages, and pastries range from Lumpia (the addictive fried spring
rolls from the Philippines) to Shanghai Soup Dumplings (delicate thinskinned dumplings filled with hot broth and succulent pork) to Gulab
Jamun (India’s rich, syrupy sweets). Organized according to type (wheat
pastas, skins, buns, and pastries; translucent wheat and tapioca
preparations; rice dumplings; legumes and tubers; sweet dumplings),
Asian Dumplings encompasses Eastern, Southeastern, and Southern
Asia, with recipes from China, Japan, Korea, Nepal, Tibet, India,
Thailand, Vietnam, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, and the Philippines.
Throughout, Nguyen shares the best techniques for shaping, filling,
cooking, and serving each kind of dumpling. And she makes it easy to
incorporate dumplings into a contemporary lifestyle by giving a thorough
introduction to essential equipment and ingredients and offering makeahead and storage guidance, time-saving shortcuts that still yield
delectable results, and tips on planning a dumpling dinner party. More
than 40 line drawings illustrate the finer points of shaping many kinds of
dumplings, including gyōza/pot stickers, wontons, and samosas. Dozens
of mouth-watering color photographs round out Asian Dumplings,
making it the most definitive, inviting, inspiring book of its kind.
Kotlin Cookbook - Ken Kousen 2019-11-14
Use Kotlin to build Android apps, web applications, and more—while you
learn the nuances of this popular language. With this unique cookbook,
developers will learn how to apply thisJava-based language to their own
projects. Both experienced programmers and those new to Kotlin will
benefit from the practical recipes in this book. Author Ken Kousen
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(Modern Java Recipes) shows you how to solve problems with Kotlin by
concentrating on your own use cases rather than on basic syntax. You
provide the contextand this book supplies the answers. Already big in
Android development, Kotlin can be used anywhere Java is applied, as
well as for iOS development, native applications, JavaScriptgeneration,
and more. Jump in and build meaningful projects with Kotlin today. Apply
functional programming concepts, including lambdas, sequences, and
concurrency See how to use delegates, late initialization, and scope
functions Explore Java interoperability and access Java libraries using
Kotlin Add your own extension functions Use helpful libraries such as
JUnit 5 Get practical advice for working with specific frameworks, like
Android and Spring
Dinner in One - Melissa Clark 2022-09-06
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • 100 all-new super-simple and
incredibly delicious one-pot, one-pan, one-sheet—oneeverything!—recipes from the star food writer and bestselling author of
Dinner in French. Melissa Clark brings her home cook’s expertise and
no-fuss approach to the world of one-pot/pan cooking. With nearly all of
the recipes being made in under one hour, the streamlined steps ensure
you are in and out of the kitchen without dirtying a multitude of pans or
spending more time than you need to on dinner. Expect to find a bevy of
sheet-pan suppers (Miso-Glazed Salmon with Roasted Sugar Snap Peas),
skillet dinners (Cheesy Meatball Parm with Spinach), Instant Pot® pinch
hitters (Cheaters Chicken and Dumplings), comforting casseroles (Herby
Artichoke and Gruyere Bread Pudding) that you can assemble right in
the baking dish, crowd-pleasing one-pot pasta meals (Gingery Coconut
Noodles with Shrimp and Greens), vegetable-forward mains, and dozens
of tips for turning a vegetarian or meat-based recipe vegan. And since no
dinner is complete without dessert, you'll find a chapter of one-bowl
cakes, too—from an Easy Chocolate Fudge Torte to a Ricotta-Olive Oil
Pound Cake. These are simple, delicious recipes for weekdays, busy
evenings, and any time you need to get a delicious, inspiring meal on the
table quickly—with as little clean-up as possible.
Khazana - Saliha Mahmood Ahmed 2020-03-02
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From winner of MasterChef 2017, Saliha Mahmood Ahmed, comes the
next chapter in our love affair with the food of the Indian sub-continent.
Saliha Mahmood Ahmed, who won over the MasterChef judges with her
fusion of Indo-Persian food, has written a book that will delight. Drawing
on the rich culinary heritage of the region and her own travels in
modern-day India and Pakistan, the recipes are bang up-to-date and will
inspire 21st century food lovers. Steeped in Persian flavors, Khazana,
which means treasure trove, is a cookbook that promises to become a
much-loved classic, introducing recipes like Smoked Chicken & Basil
Kebabs with Beetroot Basil Salad & Beetroot Buttermilk Raita, Mughul
Baked Cod Korma and Crème Fraîche & Rose Ice Cream with Honeyglazed Figs.
Sunday Suppers - Karen Mordechai 2014-10-14
Rediscover the art of cooking and eating communally with a beautiful,
simple collection of meals for friends and family. With her dinner series
Sunday Suppers, Karen Mordechai celebrates the magic of gathering,
bringing together friends and strangers to connect over the acts of
cooking and sharing meals. For those who yearn to connect around the
table, Karen’s simple, seasonally driven recipes, evocative photography,
and understated styling form a road map to creating community in their
own kitchens and in offbeat locations. This collection of gatherings will
inspire a sense of adventure and community for both the novice and
experienced cook alike.
OAuth 2.0 Cookbook - Adolfo Eloy Nascimento 2017-10-18
Efficiently integrate OAuth 2.0 to protect your mobile, desktop, Cloud
applications and APIs using Spring Security technologies. About This
Book Interact with public OAuth 2.0 protected APIs such as Facebook,
LinkedIn and Google. Use Spring Security and Spring Security OAuth2 to
implement your own OAuth 2.0 provider Learn how to implement OAuth
2.0 native mobile clients for Android applications Who This Book Is For
This book targets software engineers and security experts who are
looking to develop their skills in API security and OAuth 2.0. Prior
programming knowledge and a basic understanding of developing web
applications are necessary. As this book's recipes mostly use Spring
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Security and Spring Security OAuth2, some prior experience with Spring
Framework will be helpful. What You Will Learn Use Redis and relational
databases to store issued access tokens and refresh tokens Access
resources protected by the OAuth2 Provider using Spring Security
Implement a web application that dynamically registers itself to the
Authorization Server Improve the safety of your mobile client using
dynamic client registration Protect your Android client with Proof Key for
Code Exchange Protect the Authorization Server from COMPUTERS /
Cloud Computing redirection In Detail OAuth 2.0 is a standard protocol
for authorization and focuses on client development simplicity while
providing specific authorization flows for web applications, desktop
applications, mobile phones, and so on. This book also provides useful
recipes for solving real-life problems using Spring Security and creating
Android applications. The book starts by presenting you how to interact
with some public OAuth 2.0 protected APIs such as Facebook, LinkedIn
and Google. You will also be able to implement your own OAuth 2.0
provider with Spring Security OAuth2. Next, the book will cover practical
scenarios regarding some important OAuth 2.0 profiles such as Dynamic
Client Registration, Token Introspection and how to revoke issued access
tokens. You will then be introduced to the usage of JWT, OpenID
Connect, and how to safely implement native mobile OAuth 2.0 Clients.
By the end of this book, you will be able to ensure that both the server
and client are protected against common vulnerabilities. Style and
approach With the help of real-world examples, this book provides step
by step recipes for troubleshooting and extending your API security. The
book also helps you with accessing and securing data on mobile, desktop,
and cloud apps with OAuth 2.0.
To Asia, with Love - Hetty McKinnon 2020-09-29
Recipes range from the traditional - salt and pepper eggplant, red curry
laksa, congee, a perfectly simple egg, pea and ginger fried rice - to
Hetty's uniquely modern interpretations, such as buttery miso vegemite
noodles, stir-fried salt and vinegar potatoes, cacio e pepe udon noodles
and grilled wombok caesar salad with wonton crackers. All share an
emphasis on seasonal vegetables and creating irresistible Asian(ish)
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flavours using pantry staples. Whether it's a banh mi turned into a salad,
a soy-sauce-powered chocolate brownie or a rainbow guide to eating
dumplings by the season, this is Asian home cooking unlike anything
you've experienced before.
Greenfeast: Spring, Summer - Nigel Slater 2021-04-20
110 vegetarian spring and summer recipes that provide nourishing and
simple plant-based suppers while paying homage to the warm
seasons—from the beloved author of Tender. Greenfeast: Spring,
Summer is an eclectic and comprehensive collection of recipes, perfect
for people who want to eat less meat, but don’t want to compromise on
flavor and ease of cooking. With Nigel Slater’s famous one-line recipe
introductions, the recipes are quick and easy and inspire you to dip into
your pantry for ingredients. Inventive recipes showcase the creative
ingredients used such as Asparagus, Broad Beans & Eggs; Ricotta,
Orange Blossom & Cherries; and Halloumi, Melon & Chile and provide a
plant-based guide for those who wish to eat with the seasons.
The Home Apothecary - Stacey Dugliss-Wesselman 2013-07-01
An apothecary is a skilled craftsperson who compounds herbal mixtures
that enhance health and beauty. Put aside the modern world of tricky
marketing and harmful chemicals and create your own apothecary
solutions. They’re fresh, safe, effective, and can save you money—and
many are made from the wholesome ingredients already in your kitchen
and garden. Inside you’ll find: Skin Care 101, including how to make
cleansers, scrubs, creams and lotions, tonics, and toners for oily, dry,
sensitive, or combination skin—along with acne treatments, natural
sunscreen, lip balm, and more Body care recipes for homemade body
scrubs, massage oil, body powder, and toothpaste Remedies for what ails
you, including healing cough syrups, compresses, teas, and tinctures
Hair care recipes for dry, normal, or oily hair—add shine, clear up
dandruff, and control thinning and volume Recipes for the home,
including Kitchen Sink Scrub, Drawer Refresher, and Fly Deterrent Plus,
get inspired at your farmers’ market and explore seasonal recipes for a
Pumpkin Mask, Cucumber Toner, and more! Nature has given us all we
need for both inner and outer health. With The Home Apothecary, learn
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to make your own products with ingredients you choose, scent to your
preferences, and customize to your body's needs.
The Nourished Kitchen - Jennifer McGruther 2014-04-15
A cookbook from the author of the popular website Nourished Kitchen,
featuring over 160 recipes based on the "traditional foods" philosophy of
eating, which emphasizes whole grains, dairy, red meat, organ meats,
and fermented foods. The traditional foods movement is a fad-free
approach to cooking and eating that emphasizes nutrient-dense, real
food, and values quality, environment, and community over the
convenience of processed, additive-laden products that are the norm on
grocery store shelves. Based on the research of Weston A. Price, who
studied the diets of indigenous peoples to understand the relationship
between nutrition and health, a traditional foods diet avoids processed
ingredients, but allows meat, animal fat, and grains. It embraces cultured
dairy, such as kefir and yogurt, that contain beneficial bacteria;
fermented foods, such as sauerkraut and kombucha, that are rich in
probiotics; and organ meats that are packed with vitamins and minerals.
It also celebrates locally grown foods. By choosing ingredients from
nearby sources, you create a stronger connection to your food, and have
a better understanding what you’re eating and how it was produced. In
The Nourished Kitchen, Jennifer McGruther guides you through her
traditional foods kitchen and offers more than 160 recipes inspired by
the seasons, land, and waters around her. In the morning, fuel up with
Eggs Poached in Fiery Tomato Sauce. On a hot summer day, Cucumber
Salad with Dill and Kefir is a cooling side dish, and on a chilly fall
evening, Barley in Broth with Bacon and Kale offers comfort and warmth.
Old-Fashioned Meat Loaf with Gravy makes a hearty family meal, while
Chicken in Riesling with Peas can be the centerpiece of an elegant
supper. Satisfy your sweet tooth with Maple-Roasted Pears, and quench
your thirst with naturally fermented Vanilla Mint Soda. With the benefit
of Jennifer’s experience, you can craft a loaf of Whole Wheat and Spelt
Sourdough Bread and stock your kitchen with Spiced Sour Pickles with
Garlic. The Nourished Kitchen not only teaches how to prepare
wholesome, nourishing foods, but also encourages a mindful approach
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cooking and a celebration of old-world culinary traditions that have
sustained healthy people for millennia. Whether you’re already a
practitioner of the traditional foods lifestyle or simply trying to
incorporate more natural, highly nutritious foods into your routine, you
will find plenty to savor in The Nourished Kitchen.
Bake the Seasons - Marcella DiLonardo 2019-04-02
Rediscover the simple pleasures of baking with a collection of comforting
sweet and savoury recipes that celebrates seasonal flavours. Inspired by
the abundance of the farms, orchards, and gardens of her childhood,
Marcella DiLonardo has always loved baking throughout the year with
the wide range of fruits and vegetables that accompany the changing
seasons. With a few quality pantry essentials, Marcella focuses on
simplicity in Bake the Seasons, sharing over 100 sweet and savoury
recipes. These homey favourites are often modern twists on familiar
classics and will quickly become tried and true dishes you return to again
and again. Whether it's an indulgent Smoked Gorgonzola and Winter
Pear Pizza to prepare for friends, a Jalapeno Cheddar Cornbread to bring
to a summer picnic, or beautiful holiday cakes, these comfort foods will
impress your nearest and dearest. Not only can these delicious
indulgences be enjoyed throughout the year at special occasions,
Marcella serves up options for any time of day, for breakfast, lunch, and
dinner, not to mention buttery treats, like Lemon Lavender Shortbread,
to accompany a cup of afternoon tea. Showcasing Marcella's beautiful
photography, Bake the Seasons is filled with mouthwatering treats and
pastries, and takes us through the vibrant produce and enticing flavours
of the spring, summer, fall and winter. You'll be delighted with classics
like Strawberry Rhubarb Pie, as well as Marcella's personal spin on
traditional baking, including Zucchini Cheddar Bread and Salted Honey
Challah, and inspiring combinations, like Garlic Scape Brie Biscuits and a
Lemon Thyme Tart. So whether you need a simple, comforting dinner
idea or a lazy weekend breakfast for two, this collection of delicious,
rustic recipes will suit your every day and every season.
Spring - Skye Gyngell 2016-02-02
Published to celebrate Skye Gyngell's new restaurant in London, Spring
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presents a collection of delectable recipes from the menu—beautiful new
breads and pasta dishes, exquisite seafood and meat dishes, colorful
salads and vegetables, enticing ice creams and desserts, original
preserves, and drinks newly fashioned for the restaurant. Spring also
provides a fascinating insight into the creation of the restaurant itself,
from Skye's first visit to the space at Somerset House, through to the
design and development of the site, to the opening of the restaurant,
decor, and even staff uniform.
Spring Cookbook - Jérôme Jaglale 2015-05-25
This book is for you if you have some experience with Java and web
development (not necessarily in Java) and want to become proficient
quickly with Spring.
Spring 5.0 Cookbook - Sherwin John Calleja Tragura 2017-09-27
Over 100 hands-on recipes to build web applications easily and efficiently
IN Spring 5.0 About This Book Solve real-world problems using the latest
features of the Spring framework like Reactive Streams and the
Functional Web Framework. Learn how to use dependency injection and
aspect-oriented programming to write compartmentalized and testable
code. Understand when to choose between Spring MVC and Spring Web
Reactive for your projects Who This Book Is For Java developers who
would like to gain in-depth knowledge of how to overcome problems that
they face while developing great Spring applications. It will also cater to
Spring enthusiasts, users and experts who need an arena for
comparative analysis, new ideas and inquiries on some details regarding
Spring 5.0 and its previous releases. A basic knowledge of Spring
development is essential What You Will Learn Understand how functional
programming and concurrency in JDK 1.9 works, and how it will affect
Spring 5.0 Learn the importance and application of reactive
programming in creating services, and also the process of creating
asynchronous MVC applications Implement different Spring Data
modules Integrate Spring Security to the container Create applications
and deploy using Spring Boot Conceptualize the architecture behind
Microservices and learn the details of its implementation Create different
test cases for the components of Spring 5.0 components In Detail The
spring-cookbook
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Spring framework has been the go-to framework for Java developers for
quite some time. It enhances modularity, provides more readable code,
and enables the developer to focus on developing the application while
the underlying framework takes care of transaction APIs, remote APIs,
JMX APIs, and JMS APIs. The upcoming version of the Spring Framework
has a lot to offer, above and beyond the platform upgrade to Java 9, and
this book will show you all you need to know to overcome common to
advanced problems you might face. Each recipe will showcase some old
and new issues and solutions, right from configuring Spring 5.0
container to testing its components. Most importantly, the book will
highlight concurrent processes, asynchronous MVC and reactive
programming using Reactor Core APIs. Aside from the core components,
this book will also include integration of third-party technologies that are
mostly needed in building enterprise applications. By the end of the
book, the reader will not only be well versed with the essential concepts
of Spring, but will also have mastered its latest features in a solutionoriented manner. Style and Approach This book follows a cookbook style
approach, presenting a problem and showing you how to overcome it
with useful recipes. The examples provided will help you code along as
you learn.
Spring Boot Cookbook - Alex Antonov 2015-09-28
Over 35 recipes to help you build, test, and run Spring applications using
Spring Boot About This Book Learn to create different types of Spring
Boot applications, configure behavior, and add custom components
Become more efficient in testing, deploying, and monitoring Spring Boot
based applications This is a practical guide that will help Spring
developers to develop and deploy applications using Spring Boot Who
This Book Is For If you are a Spring Developer who has good knowledge
level and understanding of Spring Boot and application development and
now want to learn efficient Spring Boot development techniques in order
to make the existing development process more efficient, then this book
is for you. What You Will Learn Create Spring Boot applications from
scratch Configure and tune web applications and containers Create
custom Spring Boot auto-configurations and starters Use Spring Boot
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Test framework with JUnit, Cucumber, and Spock Configure and tune
web applications and containers Deploy Spring Boot as self-starting
executables and Docker containers Monitor data using DropWizard,
Graphite, and Dashing In Detail Spring Boot is Spring's convention-overconfiguration solution. This feature makes it easy to create Spring
applications and services with absolute minimum fuss. Spring Boot has
the great ability to be customized and enhanced, and is specifically
designed to simplify development of a new Spring application. This book
will provide many detailed insights about the inner workings of Spring
Boot, as well as tips and recipes to integrate the third-party frameworks
and components needed to build complex enterprise-scale applications.
The book starts with an overview of the important and useful Spring Boot
starters that are included in the framework, and teaches you to create
and add custom Servlet Filters, Interceptors, Converters, Formatters,
and PropertyEditors to a Spring Boot web application. Next it will cover
configuring custom routing rules and patterns, adding additional static
asset paths, and adding and modifying servlet container connectors and
other properties such as enabling SSL. Moving on, the book will teach
you how to create custom Spring Boot Starters, and explore different
techniques to test Spring Boot applications. Next, the book will show you
examples of configuring your build to produce Docker images and selfexecuting binary files for Linux/OSX environments. Finally, the book will
teach you how to create custom health indicators, and access monitoring
data via HTTP and JMX. Style and approach This book is a cohesive
collection of recipes that provide developers with a set of connected
guidelines on how to build, configure, and customize their application,
starting from the design and development stages, all the way through
testing, deployment, and production monitoring.
JRuby Cookbook - Justin Edelson 2008-11-06
If you're interested in JRuby, you probably don't need a tutorial on Ruby,
Rails, or Java -- you just need to know how to get things done. This
Cookbook offers practical solutions for using the Java implementation of
the Ruby language, with targeted recipes for deploying Rails web
applications on Java servers, integrating JRuby code with Java
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technologies, developing JRuby desktop applications with Java toolkits,
and more. Using numerous reusable code samples, JRuby Cookbook
shows you how to: Install and update JRuby on Windows, Mac OS X, and
Linux, and IDEs such as NetBeans and Eclipse Package and deploy Rails
apps on Java Servlet containers and Java EE application servers,
including JBoss, Tomcat, and GlassFish Integrate Ruby and Rails
applications with popular Java EE technologies such as JMS, JMX, JPA,
Spring, and Hibernate Develop desktop and client applications with
cross-platform Java UI technologies and toolkits such as Swing, SWT, and
Java 2D Maximize the flexibility of your testing and build environment,
using both existing Java-based tools such as Ant and Maven and newer
Ruby-based tools such as Rake, Raven, and Buildr The JRuby interpreter
combines Ruby's simplicity and ease of use with Java's extensive libraries
and technologies, a potent blend that opens new possibilities for Ruby,
Rails, and Java. This Cookbook helps you take full advantage of JRuby's
potential. "The JRuby Cookbook is an excellent book for any polyglot who
is trying to bridge the gap between Java and Ruby. It provides solutions
to specific problems developers face in both their development and
testing environments, along with the applications they're building."-- Bob
McWhirter, Research & Prototyping, Red Hat Middleware
The Maine Farm Table Cookbook: 125 Home-Grown Recipes from the
Pine Tree State - Kate Shaffer 2021-06-01
The best of Maine’s local food, from noted farms like Dandelion Spring to
esteemed restaurants like The Lost Kitchen. There’s a lot more to Maine
than stunning coastline. Sure, come for the incomparable lobster rolls or
the state’s renowned blueberries, but stay for the locally milled grains,
organic grass-fed meats, and surprising foraged delicacies. The Pine
Tree State’s active food community springs to life in the hands of Kate
Shaffer, Maine cookbook author and chocolatier, and Derek Bissonnette,
one of the finest food photographers in the country. The Maine Farm
Table Cookbook delivers more than 100 recipes, assembled in chapters
that take readers from the pasture and sea to the forest, creamery, and
everywhere in between. Discover Autumn Harvest Roast Pork, Haddock
and Corn Chowder, Carrot Zucchini Fritters, Blackberry and Almond
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Torte, and more. With profiles to spotlight Maine’s favorite farms and
restaurants, and gorgeous professional photography, this is the perfect
way for readers to bring New England’s charm to their own kitchen.
Horn Barbecue - Matt Horn 2022-04-12
Matt Horn, the most celebrated new chef and pitmaster in the world of
barbecue, reveals his smoke-cooking secrets in Horn Barbecue.
Asian Dumplings - Andrea Nguyen 2009-08-25
Is there anything more satisfying than a well-made Asian dumpling?
Wrapped, rolled, or filled; steamed, fried, or baked–asian dumplings are
also surprisingly easy to prepare and enjoy at home, as Andrea Nguyen
demonstrates with more than 75 recipes. Nguyen is a celebrated food
writer and teacher with a unique ability to interpret authentic Asian
cooking styles for a Western audience. Her crystal-clear recipes for
Asia’s most popular savory and sweet parcels, pockets, packages, and
pastries range from Lumpia (the addictive fried spring rolls from the
Philippines) to Shanghai Soup Dumplings (delicate thin-skinned
dumplings filled with hot broth and succulent pork) to Gulab Jamun
(India’s rich, syrupy sweets). Organized according to type (wheat pastas,
skins, buns, and pastries; translucent wheat and tapioca preparations;
rice dumplings; legumes and tubers; sweet dumplings), Asian Dumplings
covers Eastern, Southeastern, and Southern Asia, with recipes from
China, Japan, Korea, Nepal, Tibet, India, Thailand, Vietnam, Singapore,
Malaysia, Indonesia, and the Philippines. Throughout, Nguyen shares the
best techniques for shaping, filling, cooking, and serving each kind of
dumpling. Plus she makes it easy to incorporate dumplings into your life
by giving a thorough introduction to essential equipment and ingredients
and offering make-ahead and storage guidance with time-saving
shortcuts that still yield delectable results, and tips on planning a
dumpling dinner party.
Gyoza: The Ultimate Dumpling Cookbook - Paradise Yamamoto
2018-12-04
Whether eaten in an exclusive restaurant or at a humble street stall,
gyoza dumplings are the ultimate Asian comfort food. Dumplings are
surprisingly easy to make once you learn a few basic techniques. Stepspring-cookbook
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by-step instructions, photos, and helpful tips show you how to wrap
dumplings like the "Gyoza King," Paradise Yamamoto, himself—even if
it's your first try. This book contains 50 delicious dumpling recipes,
including: Shiitake and Pork Potstickers Waygu Beef Dumplings Bacon
and Egg Carbonara Dumplings Lamb Gyoza with Coriander Many more
traditional and playful recipes (including dessert dumplings) With a wide
array of shapes, fillings, and customizable options, these recipes are sure
to please picky eaters and gyoza connoisseurs alike! Impress friends and
family with these satisfying and easy-to-make morsels.
Seven Spoons - Tara O'Brady 2015-04-21
The much-anticipated debut from the author behind the popular food
blog Seven Spoons, featuring distinctive, crowd-pleasing recipes;
engaging, writerly essays; and the same stunning photography that has
earned her website a devoted following. Tara O'Brady was one of the
earliest food bloggers to enter the scene, and now, more than ten years
after she first started Seven Spoons, she has become one of the most
highly regarded and unique voices in the culinary arena. In her debut
cookbook, Seven Spoons, O'Brady shares stories and recipes from her
Canadian home--fresh, ingredient-driven food that is easy to make yet
refined. Recipes like Roasted Carrots with Dukkah and Harissa
Mayonnaise, Braised Beef Short Ribs with Gremolata, and Plum
Macaroon Cake are wholesome, hearty, and showcase the myriad
culinary influences at work in O'Brady's kitchen. Her evocative writing
and gorgeously simple, elegant photography has earned her accolades
from Saveur magazine, the Daily Mail, and more. Impeccable food
photography and a lavish package round out this beautiful, personal
collection.
The Love and Lemons Cookbook - Jeanine Donofrio 2016-03-29
Sometimes all you need is a little spark of inspiration to change up your
regular cooking routine. The Love & Lemons Cookbook features more
than one hundred simple recipes that help you turn your farmers market
finds into delicious meals. The beloved Love & Lemons blog has attracted
buzz from everyone from bestselling author Heidi Swanson to Saveur
Magazine, who awarded the blog Best Cooking Blog of 2014. Organized
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by ingredient, The Love & Lemons Cookbook teaches readers how to
make beautiful food with what’s on hand, whether it’s a bunch of
rainbow-colored heirloom carrots from the farmers market or a fourpound cauliflower that just shows up in a CSA box. The book also
features resources to show readers how to stock their pantry, gluten-free
and vegan options for many of the recipes, as well as ideas on mixing and
matching ingredients, so that readers always have something new to try.
Stunningly designed and efficiently organized, The Love & Lemons
Cookbook is a resource that you will use again and again.
The Everything Nordic Cookbook - Kari Schoening Diehl 2012-07-18
The new Nordic cuisine--simple, healthy, and fresh Do you want to cook
rich and flavorful Scandinavian fare, such as Lobster Salad with Nobis
Dressing or Danish Coconut Dream Cake, but don't know where to start?
With this collection of recipes, you can craft unique dishes inspired by
the natural world anytime. From simple breakfasts to elaborate
smorgasbords, this comprehensive cookbook introduces you to the
delightful tastes and healthful benefits of the Nordic lifestyle with more
than 300 easy-to-make recipes, including: Gingersnap Meatballs Savory
Pear Soup Norwegian Eggs Benedict Spring Chicken Salad with New
Asparagus and Pickled Rhubarb Smoked Trout with Summer Vegetables
Swedish Apple Cake Whether you're looking to simplify your diet, want
to try home preserving, or can't get enough of Scandinavian products
like smoked salmon and lingonberry jam, The Everything Nordic
Cookbook has all the tips and recipes you need to reap the rewards of
the Nordic lifestyle!
Spring Boot 2.0 Cookbook - Alex Antonov 2018-02-26
Take your application development skills to the next level by
implementing Spring Boot features effectively Key Features This
collection of effective recipes serves as guidelines for Spring Boot
application development Get up to date with features of the latest
version of Spring Boot 2.0 Tips and tricks to improve your efficiency
through the stages of software development Book Description The Spring
framework provides great flexibility for Java development, which also
results in tedious configuration work. Spring Boot addresses the
spring-cookbook

configuration difficulties of Spring and makes it easy to create
standalone, production-grade Spring-based applications. This practical
guide makes the existing development process more efficient. Spring
Boot Cookbook 2.0 Second Edition smartly combines all the skills and
expertise to efficiently develop, test, deploy, and monitor applications
using Spring Boot on premise and in the cloud. We start with an
overview of the important Spring Boot features you will learn to create a
web application for a RESTful service. Learn to fine-tune the behavior of
a web application by learning about custom routes and asset paths and
how to modify routing patterns. Address the requirements of a complex
enterprise application and cover the creation of custom Spring Boot
starters. This book also includes examples of the new and improved
facilities available to create various kinds of tests introduced in Spring
Boot 1.4 and 2.0, and gain insights into Spring Boot DevTools. Explore
the basics of Spring Boot Cloud modules and various Cloud starters to
make applications in “Cloud Native” and take advantage of Service
Discovery and Circuit Breakers. What you will learn Get to know Spring
Boot Starters and create custom auto-configurations Work with custom
annotations that enable bean activation Use DevTools to easily develop
and debug applications Learn the effective testing techniques by
integrating Cucumber and Spock Observe an eternal application
configuration using Consul Move your existing Spring Boot applications
to the cloud Use Hashicorp Consul and Netflix Eureka for dynamic
Service Discovery Understand the various mechanisms that Spring Boot
provides to examine an application’s health Who this book is for This
book is for Java Developers who have good knowledge and understanding
of Spring and Java application development.
The Lost Kitchen - Erin French 2017-05-09
An evocative, gorgeous four-season look at cooking in Maine, with 100
recipes No one can bring small-town America to life better than a native.
Erin French grew up in Freedom, Maine (population 719), helping her
father at the griddle in his diner. An entirely self-taught cook who used
cookbooks to form her culinary education, she now helms her restaurant,
The Lost Kitchen, in a historic mill in the same town, creating meals that
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draw locals and visitors from around the world to a dining room that
feels like an extension of her home kitchen. The food has been called
“brilliant in its simplicity and honesty” by Food & Wine, and it is exactly
this pure approach that makes Erin’s cooking so appealing—and so easy
to embrace at home. This stunning giftable package features a vellum
jacket over a printed cover.
Six Seasons - Joshua McFadden 2017-05-02
Winner, James Beard Award for Best Book in Vegetable-Focused Cooking
Named a Best Cookbook of the Year by the Wall Street Journal, The
Atlantic, Bon Appétit, Food Network Magazine, Every Day with Rachael
Ray, USA Today, Seattle Times, Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel, Library
Journal, Eater, and more “Never before have I seen so many fascinating,
delicious, easy recipes in one book. . . . [Six Seasons is] about as close to
a perfect cookbook as I have seen . . . a book beginner and seasoned
cooks alike will reach for repeatedly.” —Lucky Peach Joshua McFadden,
chef and owner of renowned trattoria Ava Gene’s in Portland, Oregon, is
a vegetable whisperer. After years racking up culinary cred at New York
City restaurants like Lupa, Momofuku, and Blue Hill, he managed the
trailblazing Four Season Farm in coastal Maine, where he developed an
appreciation for every part of the plant and learned to coax the best from
vegetables at each stage of their lives. In Six Seasons, his first book,
McFadden channels both farmer and chef, highlighting the evolving
attributes of vegetables throughout their growing seasons—an arc from
spring to early summer to midsummer to the bursting harvest of late
summer, then ebbing into autumn and, finally, the earthy, mellow
sweetness of winter. Each chapter begins with recipes featuring raw
vegetables at the start of their season. As weeks progress, McFadden
turns up the heat—grilling and steaming, then moving on to sautés, pan
roasts, braises, and stews. His ingenuity is on display in 225 revelatory
recipes that celebrate flavor at its peak.
The Sprouted Kitchen Bowl and Spoon - Sara Forte 2015-03-31
In this follow-up to her successful first book, The Sprouted Kitchen,
blogger and author Sara Forte turns her attention to bowl food, which
combines vegetables, whole grains, and lean proteins in one vessel to
spring-cookbook

make a simple, complete, and nutritious meal. The bowl is a perfect
vessel in which to create simple, delicious, and healthy meals. When
gathered together in a single dish, lean proteins, greens, vegetables, and
whole grains nestle against each other in a unique marriage of flavor and
texture. This is how Sara Forte, beloved food blogger and author of the
James Beard Award–nominated book The Sprouted Kitchen, cooks every
day—creating sumptuous recipes colorful enough to serve guests, simple
enough to eat with a spoon while sitting on the couch, and in amounts
plentiful enough to have easy leftovers for lunch the next day. In this
visually stunning collection that reflects a new and healthier approach to
quick and easy cooking, Sara offers delicious, produce-forward recipes
for every meal, such as Golden Quinoa and Butternut Breakfast Bowl;
Spring Noodles with Artichokes, Pecorino, and Charred Lemons; Turkey
Meatballs in Tomato Sauce; and Cocoa Nib Pavlovas with Mixed Berries.
Flavorful Seasons Cookbook - Nancy Hughes 1996-04-01
Whether its winter, spring, summer, or fall, here are hundreds of
seasonal recipes waiting with one thing in common--well-balanced great
taste. FLAVORFUL SEASONS COOKBOOK includes complete nutrition
information. Information on calories, protein, fat, fiber, saturated fat,
sodium, cholesterol, carbohydrate counts and diabetic exchanges
accompany every recipe.
Vegan Spring - Julia Shannahan 2020-03-20
Vegan Spring is packed with fresh, nourishing, delicious, no-nonsense,
gluten-free and vegan recipes that will put a spring in your step. If you
like bright, interesting, nutritious, tasty, no-nonsense recipes made with
simple, easy to get hold of, ingredients you’ll love this book. Spring is
magical. Seeing plants blossom with new shoots (especially edible ones)
is a reminder that abundant produce is just around the corner. The
spring blossom reminds us that fabulous crops of fruits and nuts are
coming our way in just a few months. Gardens, markets and stores are
starting to fill with fresh, seasonal produce. So, there’s only one thing to
do with all that fresh, seasonal produce and that’s eat well! The recipes
in Vegan Spring are easy to prepare, use seasonal produce and easy-tobuy store cupboard ingredients. This book shares with you a wide range
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of fresh, nourishing dishes from starters, soups and salads to wholesome
mains and rich desserts. If you’re craving fresh and nourishing glutenfree and vegan (and allium-free and coconut-free) meals and want to
learn how to make recipes that will become your ‘go-to’ spring recipes,
you can’t afford to miss this essential seasonal cookbook.
Java 11 Cookbook - Nick Samoylov 2018-09-29
Solutions for modular, functional, reactive, GUI, network, and
multithreaded programming Key FeaturesExplore the latest features of
Java 11 to implement efficient and reliable codeDevelop memory-efficient
applications, understanding new garbage collection in Java 11Create
restful webservices and microservices with Spring boot 2 and
DockerBook Description For more than three decades, Java has been on
the forefront of developing robust software that has helped versatile
businesses meet their requirements. Being one of the most widely used
programming languages in history, it’s imperative for Java developers to
discover effective ways of using it in order to take full advantage of the
power of the latest Java features. Java 11 Cookbook offers a range of
software development solutions with simple and straightforward Java 11
code examples to help you build a modern software system. Starting with
the installation of Java, each recipe addresses various problem by
explaining the solution and offering insights into how it works. You’ll
explore the new features added to Java 11 that will make your
application modular, secure, and fast. The book contains recipes on
functional programming, GUI programming, concurrent programming,
and database programming in Java. You’ll also be taken through the new
features introduced in JDK 18.3 and 18.9. By the end of this book, you’ll
be equipped with the skills required to write robust, scalable, and
optimal Java code effectively. What you will learnSet up JDK and
understand what's new in the JDK 11 installationImplement objectoriented designs using classes and interfacesManage operating system
processesCreate a modular application with clear dependenciesBuild
graphical user interfaces using JavaFXUse the new HTTP Client
APIExplore the new diagnostic features in Java 11Discover how to use
the new JShell REPL toolWho this book is for The book is for
spring-cookbook

intermediate-to-advanced Java programmers who want to make their
applications fast, secure, and scalable.
Nopalito - Gonzalo Guzmán 2017-04-11
Winner of the 2018 James Beard Foundation Cookbook Award in
"International" category Finalist for the 2018 International Association of
Culinary Professionals (IACP) Book Awards A collection of 100 recipes
for regional Mexican food from the popular San Francisco restaurant.
The true spirit, roots, and flavors of regional Mexican cooking—from
Puebla, Mexico City, Michoacán, the Yucatán, and beyond--come alive in
this cookbook from Gonzalo Guzman, head chef at San Francisco
restaurant Nopalito. Inspired by food straight from the sea and the land,
Guzman transforms simple ingredients, such as masa and chiles, into
bright and flavor-packed dishes. The book includes fundamental
techniques of Mexican cuisine, insights into Mexican food and culture,
and favorite recipes from Nopalito such as Crispy Red Quesadillas with
Braised Pork and Pork Rinds; Toasted Corn with Crema, Ground Chile,
and Queso Fresco; Tamales with Red Spiced Sunflower Seed Mole; and
Salsa-Dipped Griddled Chorizo and Potato Sandwiches. Capped off by
recipes for cocktails, aqua frescas, paletas, churros, and flan—Nopalito is
your gateway to Mexico by way of California. This is a cookbook to be
read, savored, and cooked from every night.
Spring Web Services Cookbook - Hamidreza Sattari 2012
This is a cookbook full of recipes with the essential code explained
clearly and comprehensively. Each chapter is neatly compartmentalized
with focused recipes which are perfectly organized for easy reference
and understanding. This book is for Java/J2EE developers. As the books
covers a variety of topics in Web-Service development, it will serve as a
reference guide to those already familiar with Web-Services. Beginners
can also use this book to gain real-world experience of Web-Service
development.
Aran - Flora Shedden 2019-10-31
aran (Scottish Gaelic) From the Old Irish arán Noun bread, loaf
(masculine noun, nominative case) Aran is a beautiful cookbook from an
artisan bakery in the heart of Scotland with the same name. In it, Great
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British Bake Off star Flora Shedden shares her simple, modern recipes
and a window onto a picturesque life below the highlands, with stunning
location photography and stories about the people and the place that
inspire her creations. With a clean and fresh design, Aran is both
whimsical and contemporary, and would be a perfect gift or self-buy for
beginners, established bakers, armchair travellers or any lovers of baked
goods! Sweet and savoury recipes take you from breakfast, through
elevenses, through to your afternoon tea and after-dinner sweet treats,
and include Poppy morning rolls, Twice-baked almond croissants, Peach,
chocolate and almond brioche, Poached quince porridge, Pork, apple and
sage sausage rolls and Banana, date and chocolate loaf cake.
Ruffage - Abra Berens 2019-04-23
2020 James Beard Award Nominee – Best Cookbooks – VegetableForward Cooking Named a Best Cookbook for Spring 2019 by The New
York Times and Bon Appetit A how-to cook book spanning 29 types of
vegetables: Author Abra Berens—chef, farmer, Midwesterner—shares a
collection of techniques that result in new flavors, textures, and ways to
enjoy all the vegetables you want to eat. From confit to caramelized and
everything in between—braised, blistered, roasted and raw—the cooking
methods covered here make this cookbook a go-to reference. You will
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never look at vegetables the same way again. Organized alphabetically
by vegetable from asparagus to zucchini, each chapter opens with an
homage to the ingredients and variations on how to prepare them. With
300 recipes and 140 photographs that show off not only the finished
dishes, but also the vegetables and farms behind them. If you are a fan of
Plenty More, Six Seasons, Where Cooking Begins, or On Vegetables,
you'll love Ruffage . Ruffage will help you become empowered to shop
for, store, and cook vegetables every day and in a variety of ways as a
side or a main meal. Take any vegetable recipe in this book and add a
roasted chicken thigh, seared piece of fish, or hard-boiled egg to turn the
dish into a meal not just vegetarians will enjoy. Mouthwatering recipes
include Shaved Cabbage with Chili Oil, Cilantro, and Charred Melon,
Blistered Cucumbers with Cumin Yogurt and Parsley, Charred Head
Lettuce with Hard-Boiled Egg, Anchovy Vinaigrette, and Garlic Bread
Crumbs, Massaged Kale with Creamed Mozzarella, Tomatoes, and Wild
Rice, Poached Radishes with White Wine, Chicken Stock and Butter, and
much more.
Spring Roo 1.1 Cookbook - Ashish Sarin 2011-09-27
Over 60 recipes to help you speed up the development of your Java web
applications using the Spring Roo development tool.
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